In the recent film The Mask of Zorro there occurs a remarkable visual event. An American audience witnesses a truth that has been occluded from its consciousness: the enslavement of Indians to work the mines of Mexico. Three centuries of such enslavement is a history not well known, even denied. In the spring of 1998 (just before the Zorro film was released) on the American Indian listserve a scholar protested that, since slavery was officially outlawed by the Spanish crown, it could not have existed. ' In her remarkable novel, Dreams of the Centaur, Montserrat Fontes tells part of this history, the enslavement of the Yaquis at the turn of the twentieth century.' Hector Durcal, the intellectual younger brother of the protagonist Alejo Durcal, voices the shock of those who would deny such enslavement if they could: "Slavery is against our Constitution. To sell a human being is treason" (267) . Like the other Durcals, however, Hector sees the evidence, condemns Porfirio Diaz, the infamous President of Mexico for most of the later nineteenth century until overthrown in 1913 , and agrees that the story must be told. Indeed, the Yaqui word etehoi means stories, which have enormous importance in oral cultures, for they represent memories that constitute a people's history: "Tellings. Etehoi is how Yaquis record events" (300). Fontes brings us voices designed not only to obliterate forgetfulness or denial but, as my epigraph puts it eloquently, to "penetrate and soften the land"-of Sonora and, by extension, of the Americas-leaving "prints for others to follow." The immediate, harder result would be the Mexican Revolution; the distant, softer result would be the raising of consciousness of North Americans as we enter the new millenium with the prospect of continued (economic) colonization, imperialism, and, yes, slavery and even genocide. The holocaust of Yaquis the novel describes reminds us of other, more recent holocausts, including those of Indians in Central America. Yet Dreams of the Centaur leaves prints: hints and dreams of a mestizaje, to use Anzalcia's apt term, that represents successful cultural crossings. 3 Dreams of the Centaur begins with a "corrido" 'ballad' that tricks us into thinking this is a typical Borderlands novel about rivals and revenge, about a horse, a card game, and a shot from a fatal gun. Jose Durcal has a dream that the Sonoran ranch he has built with his own hands will be passed on to his sons, that his name will live on. But he and his "hacendado" 'wealthy landowner' friend, Esteban Escobar, contend over a magnificent black stallion named El Moro, whom Esteban has unfairly bought out from underneath Jose's desire and whom Jose has won back in a poker game. Potent on the back of his stallion, Jose is known as El Centauro, as he increases his ranch and his influence in the community especially by means of a breeding business involving both Moro and the aptly named "Suerio," his prize bull. Overreaching, perhaps, Jose wins rich river-bottom land in another poker game with Esteban, and is found dead. Esteban maintains he shot his friend by accident, but Jose's wife and sons know it was murder. They just cannot prove it against the powerful Escobars. Oppressed until they cannot stand it, both Durcal's wife and his old-2 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 25, Iss. 1 [2001] (188) . Released from the pits and inducted into the army, as they marched to Guaymas, "Charco and I sent each other animo and because of that, we did not die" (189).
As we see, Fontes makes a daring switch in narration. Part Two of the novel switches into first-person so we can get into the head of Alejo during his crossing from one consciousness to another. He experiences a painful identity crisis fomented by his increasing awareness of complicity. In order to escape the pits, he must surrender his identity as Alejo Durcal, assuming the new surname, Robles, his mother's maiden name and the one arranged by the lawyer Castillo. Alejo feels he is "losing something" (181) in giving up the name for which he killed Esteban. When Capitan Carrasco, the commandant of the prison, calls out Alejo's new name to induct him, Alejo nearly faints: "I was more than naked, I was stripped of flesh and memory" (189). In taking on a new identity, he obtains a new "memory," indeed, one that he must struggle to keep alive, to share, to tell as etehoi.
He first experiences shame at his complicity now, as a soldier, in the persecution of the Yaquis, whom the army rounds up for shipment to Mexico City and beyond. Alejo (202) How he manages to live through his ordeal involves his own as well as the Yaquis' dehumanization: he becomes a raping dominant male.
Witnessing the loading onto trains of the "enemies of the state" (207), Mexicans like himself whose only crime is speaking out or writing against the injustice and who are being sent to sugar plantations where they will be worked to death; witnessing the loading also of the Yaqui boys, ripped from their mothers to be taken to Mexico City and "sold to labor contractors" as slaves;
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 25, Iss. 1 [2001] Alejo has crossed laterally into solidarity with the oppressed Yaquis, Yaquis oppressed by him, his people, his government: "We did this," he says (227). His new identification is underscored by the Mayan Anginas, who has actually engineered Alejo's experience so he might return to Sonora and tell the truth to the Yaquis, to Mexico. Anginas says of the Yaqui with whom Alejo has bonded, named Juan, and Alejo himself, "You come from the same land. Different cribs, same land, but here, you're the same" (247): both Sonoran, separated by class, now yoked by the experience of oppression, by empathy.
Anginas was a Talking Cross, a member of the Mayan resistance, whose ability to talk was nearly stifled forever by his being made to swallow coals as punishment. Now he makes these Sonorans experience the full horror of Yucatan so they will be "priests of this vision" and therefore "men of action," men "who move without doubt to turn Sonora into a land of generosity": "That is why you have been saved" (250). In a way, Alejo, Charco, and Gustavo have become the new Talking Crosses. The rest follow and soon our heads are surrounded by flowers that form a net of joy that cradles me. . . . I cry and laugh until I'm empty and weak with a sweet tiredness I've yearned for all my life.
... A voice. "Take the word of the ceiba, the yaxche, the tree of life through which all creatures live. The harmony of its smallest leaf contains the harmony of the heavens. Submit to the yaxche and your kincin will heal the cruelty of your land." (251) The "net of joy" is their solidarity. The ascent they make is up the Bacatete Mountains, up Mazocoba Peak, last refuge of the Sonoran Yaquis before they are slaughtered by the Mexican army, the remaining Yaquis being enslaved or escaping to Arizona.
Aided by Anginas to escape Yucatan and by Gustavo's hacendado father to return to Sonora, Alejo and the others learn that there is a new, unofficial governmental policy: "The popular saying about Sonora is 'New century, new land. Forget coexistence" (258) . Word is out that there will be a massive government effort against the Yaquis. Alejo, Charco, and Gustavo, equipped by Castillo with the means to go to Arizona themselves, declare that they will keep their word to the Mayan resistance and inform the Yaqui 
